
T+2: Fundserv and IFIC Working Group Agenda 

Date:  Monday, March 7, 2016 
Time:  10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Location: Fundserv Boardroom, 17th Floor 
Conference Info:  1-866-303-6834 
Participant Code: 842819 
Web Info:  https://join.onstreammedia.com/go/60352630/t2_fundserv_ific_mar7 

1. Introductions

2. Review/Approval of the January 26, 2016 Meeting Minutes Members 

3. Review Action Items Members 

4. CCMA Legal & Regulatory Working Group(LRWG)  Recommendations:

a. National Instruments (NI)  81- 101  - Mutual Fund Prospectus Disclosure
b. Fund Prospectus Updates
c. NI 81-102 Mutual Funds
d. NI 81-104 Commodity Pools
e. Segregated Funds
f. MFDA Trade Confirms

Charles Wang (IFIC )

5. Discuss Testing/Implementation Members 

6. Other Business Members 

https://join.onstreammedia.com/go/60352630/t2_fundserv_ific_mar7
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T+2: Fundserv and IFIC Working Group 
 Minutes: Tuesday, January 26, 2016, 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. ET 

BUSINESS 

1. Minutes

The minutes dated December 2, 2015 were tabled and accepted. 

2. Review of Open Action Items

 Fund Prospectus Revision  (Blanket Change vs. Individual Fund Refiling)

 Non-Prospectus Funds and Updates to their Offering Documents

As a manufacturer, the recommendation was that the wording updates be made at the time of the next 

annually required prospectus. This timing would be in-line with the projected T+2 implementation date of 

Q3 2017, eliminating the need for an additional re-filing outside the required timelines, which could be 

costly.  

Manufacturers will need to review their  current documentation for any mention of “T+3 settlement” , 

“settlement in 3 days” or any permutation thereof to see if they need to update to T+2 or add broader non-

definitive language such as  “within the prescribed period”.  

Charles Wang of IFIC indicated that the MFDA is involved with the CCMA Legal and Regulatory Working 

Group (LRWG); and, they have indicated that they will be auditing dealers to see that they are settling in 

T+2.  Additionally, there is a rule reference around “settling in 3 days” that the MFDA will be reviewing for 

update. 

A member asked if the OSC or any other regulatory body was undertaking the language/document changes. 

Keith Evans, CCMA indicated that the LRWG is in the process of reviewing the wording for T+2 with respect 

to NI-802 as there are additional products other than mutual funds.  

The consensus of the LRWG is that the regulation should actually reflect the changes.   
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 Will Dealers require a new Fundserv Fund Setup (FD) File to update their systems from T3 to T2?

What are Fundserv’s considerations for assisting with the change?

Dealer Vendor Consolidated Feedback on Reliance of Fund Setup File for T+2 Change 

Vendor Comments 

Broadridge We maintain Fund Information within our environment so we would have to look 
at various approaches for updating the settlement cycle information. 

Is FundSERV able to generate a fund symbol listing of those that would be 
changing from T+3 to T+2 that dealers could use to run internal updates?   

Is there an appetite for using the FC File since the FD File changes would trigger 
deltas. 

Some of our customers may have a need for the FD file within their own 
environments so this should also be asked of the Dealer community 

The volumes would be substantial. 

Winfund We don’t need new FD files. We only need FD files to setup new products. 

RPM When we move from T+3 to T+2, RPM will make sure we have the system features 
in place to support the cut-over.  We will not be relying on FD files.   

We do actually support FD file imports for some customers.  It’s not considered a 
base feature as there are lots of unique customer rules involved in the KYP (Know 
you product) rules. 

Univeris We don’t currently import the FD or FC file but may look to program for it or use 
another feed. 

It was recommended that instead of having all manufacturers submit a new FD file, Fundserv could make 

the change on its database.  Fundserv could communicate this to its participants and let them know 

Fundserv will be making the changes to move all T+3 funds to T+2,  if no one advises otherwise by a 

prescribed date. 

 Fundserv will draft a proposal for suggested cut-off times and present at the next WG meeting. 

A member suggested that Offering Memorandum (OM) funds unlike Prospectus-based funds may not be 

moving to T+2.  The member was asked to address this concern internally and advise the WG. 

In a follow-up message from this member, it was indicated that there isn’t actually an issue (for them) with a 

funds registration document or product type but that more analysis should be done as to what kind of funds 

are switching.  Should it just be for daily priced funds?  

Some of the distributors and even some of the big manufacturers only deal with big daily priced mutual 

funds so they may not have alternative products on their radar. 
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The majority of the group felt that most products, similar to the change in US, should be moving to T+2.  The 

US T+2 Implementation Playbook states that “industry-level requirement -Agreements, official statements, 

prospectuses, statements of additional information, and subscription documentation must be updated to 

accommodate the move to T+2.”  The Executive summary in the same document states “The products 

subject to the shortened settlement cycle include equities, corporate bonds, municipal bonds, unit 

investment trusts, and financial instruments comprised of these security types”.  

The US Playbook may be interpreted such that firms are looking to regulators (SEC, for example) on 

guidance and adherence.   Canada can leverage the US Playbook, but will need to devise its own plan. 

The regulators in Canada have since not made this decision.   Keith Evans indicated that the regulators are 

taking the lead from the industry and the US made a blanket statement that all products that are T+3 will be 

moving to T+2.  

It was indicated that from an audit perspective, manufacturers may not be deemed offside if the regulation 

(NI 81-102) is not changed.   Operationally, distributors may have a problem determining which funds are 

now T+2.  

There was a comment that the Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) supports the move at the same 

time as the US. 

Once this determination is done, manufacturers should be able to provide Fundserv with their exception list 

(those T+3 funds that will not be changing on implementation).  Fundserv can create a fund list for the 

implementation weekend for dealers and provide an exceptions list as well. 

Fundserv would need to develop a utility to remove funds on implementation weekend (if need be) in order 

to provide those dealers with an updated fund list. 

Manufacturers that do not provide their exception list by prescribed date will not be factored in. 

3. Review of Fundserv  development/Standards Impact Analysis document

Prior to the meeting of January 27, Fundserv updated the meeting invitation with an impact analysis document.  

The spreadsheet’s aim is to bring attention to potential impacts to the Fundserv system and its participants from 

a development and Standards perspective, including but not limited to documentation, settlement category re-

alignment and rule updates.  Members are encouraged to review this spreadsheet within their own firms as 

items deemed “no impact” to Fundserv may require significant development for another.   

Below are some of the notable items that were highlighted: 

 In Cash Transfers (ICTs)

In Cash Transfers enables proceeds of an account to be transferred electronically between two different 

management companies. The ICT process is limited to (T+3) settlement cycle products. By moving to a (T+2) 

settlement cycle, the process will need to be reduced by one business day. This implies that the ICT-Buy side will 

now only have one business day to generate an ICT-Buy contract rather than two (a T+1 transaction).  With the 

move to T+1 for the ICT Buy, it may be possible to support Money Market T+1 funds on the Buy side, which 

were previously not supported.  It was suggested that the reduced processing timelines as a result of the move 

to T+2 could reduce the already low utilization of ICTs. With the evolution to eSignature, such as with the 

Fundserv eDOCS solution, the requirement for paper will be eliminated, which may encourage more usage of 

ICT’s. 
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 Fundserv must update all ICT processing documentation and ICT Industry scenario standards in order to align 

with the reduced ICT processing timelines.   From an overall change perspective, this would be considered as 

low impact. 

 Late Settlement Processing  (Item  #13 on Impact Analysis spreadsheet)

Fundserv reviewed the Settlement Instruction (FS) file edits to ensure that moving all (T+3) fund profile 

settlement cycles to a (T+2) settlement cycle would not impact any edits.  

The Late Settlement Processing Rules currently states that late settlement of an order is allowed up to 

S+5 for Fundserv Net Settlement Messaging(N$M) orders(buy or sell), after which the contract is failed 

by Fundserv.  The late settlement is calculated based on the settlement date.  From Trade date, clients 

had up to T+8 to settle the order late.  Clients will now have one less day from the trade date to settle 

the order. 

The WG approved this change. 

 Client Name Redemptions (Item#15 on Impact Analysis spreadsheet)

Fundserv edits for the Sell Contract would move from T+10 to T+9, only if legislation changes.  It was 

noted in the meeting that this change would only be required if the legislation (NI 81-102) changes. 

 Transaction Reconciliation (TS) File Process (Item #18 on Impact Analysis spreadsheet)

Fundserv must update transaction reconciliation standards to align with reduced settlement cycle. 

The WG was in agreement with this change from T+4 to T+3 (S+1).  

4. Other Working Group Questions

a. Has the US landed on a specific implementation date in Q3 2017?

Keith Evans, CCMA advised that the US may be in a position to announce a date at the next  
US T+2 Symposium, slated for Feb. 23, if not sooner.  And that the US has been taking Canadian Holidays 
under consideration. 
Fundserv will update its internal processes such as BCP, to ensure there are no downstream impacts for 
selected weekend. 

b. Are there any FX implications?

None.  It was stated that this would only impact the portfolio. 

c. Are there any issues around the timing of retail cheques and payments with the reduced
reconciliation/resolution time prior to settlement date?

Distributors (large or small) would have to investigate how this would impact their processes.  The 
Fundserv Impact Analysis document is meant to provide awareness for all its participants. 
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d. MF/Private and Pool funds - Matching pools with underlying securities - Impact of Fundserv "stamping"
of trades.

Fundserv stamps trades based on the Fund Profile.   These would be impacted if the decision is for 
Fundserv to make the change of all T+3 funds to T2. 

5. Industry Testing

It was indicated that the CCMA Operations and Steering WG’s have been discussing Industry testing and do have 

it on their list of discussion items.   There was appetite for Fundserv to facilitate T+2 Testing in its Version 27 

(June 2017) testing timelines (March – June 2017), whereby manufacturers would make T+2 funds available, and 

potentially have mock holidays in the testing region. 

6. Other Business

No other business. 
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ACTION ITEMS 

Item 
 # 

Responsible 
party 

Item Action 

1. Members T+2 Analysis Spreadsheet 
Impact Document 

Members asked to review document and provide feedback. 

2. Fundserv Fund Setup File Changes  Fundserv to suggest possible deadline dates for manufacturers 
to advise Fundserv of non-impacted funds (i.e. T+3 funds that 

will not be moving to T+2), in advance of the implementation 
weekend. 

Next Meeting 
The next meeting of the T+2: Fundserv and IFIC Working Group is scheduled for Monday, March 7, 2016 from 10:30 

a.m. to 12 p.m. in the Sim Boardroom, 17th floor at Fundserv. 

Meeting Adjourned 
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List of Attendees 
(Those who indicated via email during the meeting or afterwards that you were on the call should be included here. Apologies if you were missed.) 

Fundserv Russ White (Chair) 

AGF Investments Inc Chris Sotiropoulos 

B2B Bank Dealer Services Miriam Phelps 

BMO Financial Group  RoseMarie  Stillie 

BMO Financial Group  Ghionea BMO Financial Group 

Broadridge   Mark Matterson 

Broadridge Financial Solutions Mike  Morgan  

Canada Life Linda Mosthaf 

CCMA Keith Evans 

CLHIA Peter Goldthorpe 

CGI Mahbub  Rashid  

CGI Fazia   Khan-Budhu 

CGI Margaret Stephens 

Edward Jones Steve  Lim 

Fundserv Harry Gundy 

Fundserv Fatima Jafri 

Fundserv Marie  Belle 

Fundserv Alex Wong 

Fundserv Kyle Bedeau 

Franklin Templeton Kelly Crowther 

IFDS Blair Munn 

IFIC Charles Wang 

Invesco Loredana Salceda 

L&T Infotech Kim Barrett 

Mackenzie Investments  Paul  Boddaert 

Mackenzie Investments  Gabriel Cincotta 

National Bank of Canada Iris Fung 

Ontario Securities Commission Abid  Zaman 

SGGG Owen Brown 

Scotiabank Frank Jocaitis  

Scotiabank Linda Hom 

Univeris Sorin Selagea-Popov 
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M E M O R A N D U M 

TO: CCMA/ Fundserv T+2 Mutual Funds Working Group 

FROM: Charles Wang 
Senior Policy Advisor 
cwang@ific.ca  

DATE: March 1, 2016 

RE: LRWG #6 NI 81-101 Mutual Fund Prospectus Disclosure 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That: The working group confirms that there are no T+2 Issues with National Instrument 81-101. 

BACKGROUND: 

Potential changes to National Instrument 81-101 Mutual Fund Prospectus Disclosure was raised at the 
Legal and Regulatory Working Group prior to the establishment of the Mutual Funds Working Group.  The 
Legal and Regulatory Working Group concluded that there were no T+2 issues with NI 81-101.  As the 
Mutual Funds Working Group has been mandated to discuss all products going through Fundserv we are 
seeking confirmation of the view that there are no legal issues with T+2 for National Instrument 81-101. 

National Instrument 81-101 

National Instrument 81-101 Companion Policy 
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M E M O R A N D U M 

TO: CCMA/ Fundserv T+2 Mutual Funds Working Group 

FROM: Charles Wang 
Senior Policy Advisor 
cwang@ific.ca  

DATE: March 1, 2016 

RE: LRWG Issue #6- Fund Prospectuses 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That: Firms review their prospectus documents and advise as to whether they will be making changes 
due to T+2.   

BACKGROUND: 

Firms that make reference to T+3 in their fund prospectuses will be required to make changes to the 
documents prior to T+2 implementation.  Firms that do not make any reference to trade date/ settlement 
date in their documents should consider whether they want to incorporate any changes or continue their 
current practices. 
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TO: CCMA/ Fundserv T+2 Mutual Funds Working Group 

FROM: Charles Wang 
Senior Policy Advisor 
cwang@ific.ca  

DATE: March 1, 2016 

RE: NI 81-102 Mutual Funds 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That: The working group recommends to the Legal and Regulatory Working Group that s. 9(4) of NI 81-
102 requires amendment to address T+2 issues and that there are no additional T+2 issues with NI 81-
102. 

BACKGROUND: 

Potential changes to National Instrument 81-102 Mutual Fund Distributions was raised at the Legal and 
Regulatory Working Group prior to the establishment of the Mutual Funds Working Group. As the Mutual 
Funds Working Group has been mandated to discuss all products going through Fundserv we are 
seeking confirmation of the view that Group that s. 9(4) of NI 81-102 requires amendment to address T+2 
issues and that there are no additional T+2 issues with NI 81-102. 

National Instrument 81-102:  

s.9 
(4) If payment of the issue price of the securities of a mutual fund to which a purchase order 
pertains is not made on or before the third business day after the pricing date or if the mutual 
fund has been paid the issue price by a cheque or method of payment that is subsequently not 
honoured,  
(a) the mutual fund must redeem the securities to which the purchase order pertains as if it had 
received an order for the redemption of the securities on the fourth business day after the 
pricing date or on the day on which the mutual fund first knows that the method of payment will 
not be honoured; and  

(b) the amount of the redemption proceeds derived from the redemption must be applied to 
reduce the amount owing to the mutual fund on the purchase of the securities and any banking 
costs incurred by the mutual fund in connection with the dishonoured cheque. 

National Instrument 81-102 

National Instrument 81-102 Companion Policy 
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M E M O R A N D U M 

TO: CCMA/ Fundserv T+2 Mutual Funds Working Group 

FROM: Charles Wang 
Senior Policy Advisor 
cwang@ific.ca  

DATE: March 1, 2016 

RE: LRWG #14- NI 81-104 Commodity Pools 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That: The working group recommends to the Legal and Regulatory Working Group that there are no T+2 
Issues with National Instrument 81-104. 

BACKGROUND: 

Potential changes to National Instrument 81-101 Mutual Fund Distributions was raised at the Legal and 
Regulatory Working Group prior to the establishment of the Mutual Funds Working Group. As the Mutual 
Funds Working Group has been mandated to discuss all products going through Fundserv we are 
seeking confirmation of the view that there are no legal issues with T+2 for National Instrument 81-104. 

National Instrument 81-104 Commodity Pools 

National Instrument 81-104 Commodity Pools Companion Policy 
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TO: CCMA/ Fundserv T+2 Mutual Funds Working Group 

FROM: Charles Wang 
Senior Policy Advisor 
cwang@ific.ca  

DATE: March 1, 2016 

RE: LRWG Issue #7- Segregated Funds 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That: The working group confirms that there are no T+2 Issues with segregated funds 

BACKGROUND: 

Segregated funds were raised at the Legal and Regulatory Working Group prior to the establishment of 
the Mutual Funds Working Group.  As the Mutual Funds Working Group has been mandated to discuss 
all products going through Fundserv we are seeking confirmation of the view that there are no legal 
issues with T+2 for segregated funds. 

IVIC Guidelines 

The IVIC guidelines outline disclosure requirements for segregated funds.  The Working Group is asked 
to confirm that there are no T+2 issues for segregated funds.  We are interested in input from firms that 
offer segregated funds or the CLHIA.  
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M E M O R A N D U M 

TO: CCMA/ Fundserv T+2 Mutual Funds Working Group 

FROM: Charles Wang 
Senior Policy Advisor 
cwang@ific.ca  

DATE: March 1, 2016 

RE: LRWG Issue #26- MFDA Trade Confirms 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That: Firms review their trade confirm practices. 

BACKGROUND: 

The MFDA has advised that their Rule 5.4.3 requires the inclusion on settlement date on trade confirms. 
They current audit to determine whether confirms were sent under the T+3 regime.  With a change to 
T+2, they will audit to T+2. 

Fund managers in client name provide confirms to MFDA dealers in many cases and they should be 
prepared to show a T+2 settlement date on confirms after implementation. 

Dealers should be prepared for new MFDA audit practices around trade confirms for the T+2 settlement 
date. 
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